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BIOMETRIC TESTING

BIOMETRIC FINGERPRINT TESTING IS

BASED ON THE RESEARCH OF

SCIENTISTS ALL OVER THE WORLD IN

THE SPHERE OF DERMATOGLYPHICS.

THE RESEARCH DATES BACK TO 1882

WHEN SIR FRANCIS GALTON ISSUED

HIS FIRST WORK ON FINGERPRINT

ASSESSMENT. THE RESEARCH IS

CONTINUED TO THE RESENT DAY.

Francis Galton

1880 The hereditary nature of
fingerprint patterns is stated
The first study of the human
fingerprint patterns Finger prints

I.N. Spiridonov

1995 – present day
The correlation of dermatoglyphic
markers and functional state of a person
Dermatoplyghipc images analysis
Dermatopglyphic markers for ability
testing
The changes in structure and form of
biomedical images

Congratulations! You have taken the unique InfoLife biometric testing

Every section of the report contains a diagram and its explanation. We wish you to reveal your

talents and reach the maximum realization of your potential.

Biometric fingerprint testing
Fingerprints are considered to be one of the most stable human markers. It is the unique character of every fingerprint pattern that
makes it possible to identify the person. Elite social groups (top sportsmen and specialists in one particular field) have common features
of their fingerprints. These features are at the heart of the InfoLife testing algorithm.

As part of the study we have tested 6000 people who managed to achieve the best results in their activity and your fingerprints will be
compared to their ones. If there is any match it means that you have inborn aptitudes to certain kind of sport or any other activity.

Loop Radial loop Composite Arc Hip arc Curl

Existing types of papillary patterns
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Patterns on your fingers

people like me

0.064%
Rarely
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The “Interests and

Needs” Diagram
This diagram shows your interests and needs in terms of different activities. The higher the level

the more expressed needs you have in a particular activity and your work should contain

elements of this activity.
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Mid-denominated indices

6
 
Administrator

The average score of Administrator indicates that it is important for you to show that you are significant for society. At the best, you are ambitious
and always try your best to achieve the targeted goals. At the worst, your negative character traits find their expression: the desire to achieve
goals by using other people as well as pride and complacence. Also take notice of the Communicator scale: it shows how you can communicate
with other people.

5.8
 
Communicator

You can work both alone and in a team. Your activity and sociability change into periods of loneliness. You are perfect as a linkman who interacts
with different people and establishes relationships.

Minimally-denominated indices

4
 
Functionary

The low level of Functionary is typical of most people. It shows that one dislikes monotonous work and wants to be independent both in thinking
and in actions. It is essential for you to make decisions independently.

6.7
You manager

The maximum expression rate

The medium level of Manager indicates a person who has to be subordinated though he is eager
to be the boss and organize work of others. If he has such an opportunity he may fail to manage
the responsibility and get disappointed with the management quickly. In most cases, a medium
level of manager shows strong motivation to achieve goals.
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3.4
 
Specialist

The low level of Specialist is not so common. This means that you try to see the situation in general and draw up the bigger picture rather than go
deep into details and nuances. You gain knowledge from completely different sources and seem to be interested in everything that happens
around you.

3
 
Analyst

The characteristic features are weak analytic aptitudes, logic prevailing over the desire to analyze. You do not like to spend much time going into
details and carefully ponder over the decisions but prefer to act quickly with minimal analysis.

3
 
Businessman

Clear work instructions cause a decrease in the motivation because you do not follow the rules and traditions. You focus on the process rather
than the result or standards and requirements. It is very important for you to enjoy what you are doing.

2
 
Innovator

The low level of innovator does not mean that you are not creative. As a rule, it is more important for you to complete the task rather than invent
something new. In addition, it is essential for you to work under control and follow clear instructions. The characteristic feature of the weak
Innovator is that your logic dominates over creativity. You always needs duty regulation.
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5
Static type of career

development

Type of career

development
The type of career shows what the activities that best suit you. As in the previous chart, the

farther the values are from the center of the diagram, the stronger they become.

The maximum expression rate

You are an active and emotional communicator and have a pronounced aptitude to languages.
You always communicate with others willingly and take into account their opinion. You feel
comfortable being a social worker, if necessary, you can be very persuading.

5
 
Professional

You obtain new information with enthusiasm and come up with original statements. You are good at solving intellectual tasks: linguistics and
mathematics come easily for you. Communication is the way to get information without sharing emotions.

5

Professional

5

Social

4.35

Realistic

4

Office

1.875

Artistic
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4.4
 
Realistic

You can be described as a realistic, practical, reliable and thrifty person. More often than you choose to work under clear instructions and
achieve tangible results. You are focused on meaningful results, you rely on facts in communication as the pragmatic angle of the situation is the
most important for you.

4
 
Corporate

You reject stereotypes and try to work under no control. You always have your own opinion and are ready to defend it. Socially active and readily
assume leadership.

1.9
 
Creative

You prefer the traditional ways of doing things as you abide by the rules and try not to break them. Your taste is influenced by the people around
you. You tend to copy others’ preferences. You accept others’ ideas and apply it in a new fashion.

8
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Professional Education
This diagram shows what professional education is the best for you to reach the maximum

realization of your aptitudes. Just like in the previous diagrams, the quality is more pronounced

when the scale level is high.

9.3
Financial and economic

7Information-technological

7Natural sciences

6Natural and technical sciences

6Creative

6Engineering

5Linguistic

5Physico-mathematical

2Social sciences and humanities

9.3
Financial and

economic

The maximum expression rate

You are punctual, responsible and concentrate on one task. You make calculations and analyze
figures quickly. You are efficient and manage monotonous work easily. You always introduce
something new, plan your activity being steady in your purpose. More than that, you are reliable
and often reconsider your actions. Your feel for language enables you to manage and control
other people and persuade them easily
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Mid-denominated indices

7
 
Information-technological

You are willing to explore new technologies related to computers, technology, telecommunications and automation. The general field of interest
is IT and Internet technology. You are interested to work with close control equipment and the ability to self-study and learning, love of novelties
and technical approach. You may be good at informatics, programming and high technology.

7
 
Natural sciences

You are very interested in natural science, a strong need to apply acquired knowledge in practice. The best self-fulfillment can be achieved in
chemistry, biology, medicine, geography, geology, and astronomy. Love of studying natural phenomena, regularities of the world around.

6
 
Natural and technical sciences

Periodically demonstrate curiosity and creativity in solving non-standard tasks. With interest to solve logical problems talking on abstract themes,
especially if you feel well grounded in the art. You enjoy working in a team, sharing responsibility and get some certainty for further action.

6
 
Creative

You often improvise, create something new and take the initiative, if you have got an inspiration. In this state, can move mountains. However, it
also happens that you just follow the majority, to avoid the risk it and do not put too much efforts. Your actions are determined by your own
experience but you also listen to the opinions of others and seek for approval and recognition. You try to avoid conflict and put your interests at
the forefront.

10
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6
 
Engineering

You are able to solve logical tasks which require spatial intelligence in case you are patient enough. You try to plan your activity but if you keep a
diary you forget to make notes sometimes. Creative impulses can help you to exercise your own approach to matter and involve others in your
activity.

5
 
Linguistic

You are very good at communicating and expressing yourself. When you study core subjects (Russian and English languages, rhetoric ), the
format and environment of the learning institution is important. In addition, your teacher will play an important role in your acquisition of
knowledge because your success depends not only on skill, but on perception. With a proper approach and competent teaching, you can master
foreign languages and learn how to speak them competently. However, if the educational experience is not good, or if you have trouble with your
teacher, you will be put off.

5
 
Physico-mathematical

The physical and mathematical direction indicates your devotion to studying the exact sciences such physics, algebra, and geometry. With your
indicator value, engaging in individual work and taking classes in these subjects are key. The teachers, students, presentations and materials are
secondary to your own intellectual pursuit in these areas, as is the environment. You should choose your own classes, and probably pay for them
yourself, in order to ensure that your intellectual pursuits are specifically geared to satisfy your curiosities. You do best when you work on your
own. You should note what works best for you as you are studying, and keep track of your successes.

Minimally-denominated indices

2
 
Social sciences and humanities

Causes of human behavior, human psychology, and simply social problems have little interest. You find it easier to communicate in a circle of
friends. Do not make new acquaintances on its own initiative, the opinion of the majority. Often change their preferences under the influence of
external factors and are not used to go into a field of knowledge for a long time. Not inclined to persevere and work hard for a long time.
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Sports
The scheme below provides the most popular sports. The higher the value is, the better your

skills regarding the specific sport.

A value between 0 and 20 shows weak skills in the given sport; between 20 and 50 indicates average skills, and between 50 and 80 shows an above
average rating. If the value is above 80 percent, then your skills with regard to the given sport are outstanding. Delta index.
You have got both speed and endurance. You unlock the energetic potential quickly and show athletic output over an extended distance or for an
extended period of time. The best option for you is the kind of sport that combines these two aspects. In team sports you act as a setter or
linkman. Among winter sports consider skiing race or biathlon and cycle race or orienteering among the summer sports.

You can succeed in the following sports
dancing, artistic gymnastics, acrobatics (or acrobacy), big tennis (which require high endurance)
motor sport, karting, jet ski, sled sport (which require high reaction rate)
paintball, jet ski, scuba diving, sailing (which require both endurance and high reaction rate).

0-20 - weak ability

20-50 - medium

50-80 - above average

80-100 - pronounced

Team Sports describe your skills of working in the team. For example, Forward likes to lead people and to act quickly; Playmaker prefers
to be in the center of the team and coordinate players; Defender acts fundamentally; the goalkeeper prefers to play alone.

Team sports

forward 61,52

guard 56,55

defender 49,59

goalkeeper 44,12

Forward
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Distance sports show distinction between sprinters and stayers. Sprinter indicates a high speed-strength, when in a short period of time
necessary to realize the maximum physical strength. Stayer has high endurance and coordination.

Strength sports require speed and physical strength at the same time. High level in this section supposes that you can be good at sports
and bear tension over extended periods of tme

Team sports your game thinking that by stealth, agility, coordination and ingenuity, you can beat your opponent.

Distance sports

running 51,52

swimming 95,40

skating 11,84

skiing 83,64

cycle racing 84,01

Sprinter

Strength sports

arm wrestling 51,94

boxing 56,55

wrestling 51,45

kettlebell lifting 77,96

weightlifting 59,46

Weightlifter

Playing sports

acrobatics 56,31

cue sports 46,04

artistic gymnastics 80,73

competitive shooting 49,09

competitive dancing 71,75

tennis 56,31

fencing 47,00

chess 33,20

Gymnast
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Your model of thinking can be characterized as game-oriented and straightforward at the same time. Team games are preferable
(linkman), you can bear the strain over long periods of time and combine endurance and good reaction time.You have great physical
abilities. Your power potential is high under both normal and extreme conditions. You adaptation easily and have excellent endurance
when undergoing a hard physical load. Your coordination is good and your speed and power are moderate.You learn easily because
your memory works logically. You are mentally and emotionally stable. You are also prone to creative and intellectual activities and have
the ability to interpret events at an abstract and complex-analytic level. You exhibit aristocratic manners and a playful attitude toward
reality. You can reveal your maximum potential if a situation arises that requires complex activity and are tasked with making a critical
decision. You prefer sports, that require the application your complex coordination.

14
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Health
This area of testing shows which body systems are prone to rapid wear. The higher the level the

quicker the body system loses its function and becomes more susceptible to hereditary

diseases.

The Influence of Alcohol
This diagram describes the affect of alcohol from physiological point of view: it can be either

depressing or relaxing. The influence of alcohol is presented in percentage form.

Relaxing effect typical for most people (for example, you drink a glass of champagne and feel good). The depressing effect is a strong
negative impact of alcohol on the body (for example, you drink a glass of champagne and do not want to drink any more, because the
body does not take alcohol). The scale level indicates the extent of depressing or relaxing effect of alcohol. For example, -100 is a strong
depressing effect. The alcohol disagrees with them. The effects of alcohol may be weak, medium and strong. Different scale levels
indicate the degree of perception / rejection of alcohol. The description of this scale is given below:

Risk groupEyes, brain

Risk groupNervous system

NormDorsum, spinal medulla

Risk groupLiver, kidneys

NormHeart

NormDigestive

Risk groupVessels

Your score supposes that your body in almost intolerant to alcohol and it does not help to relax actually, so you are not predisposed to
excessive drinking. It is advisable to give up alcohol at all, because in most cases it is rejected by the body.

83%
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Physiology
This area of testing describes your individual physiological features. The minimal level of each

scale is -100% while the maximum is 100%.

50
 
Reaction time

You can act impulsively and make decisions quickly, on the spur of
the moment usually. Yopu react on the changes immediately. Your
reaction time gives you considerable advantage in sport and helps to
beat your rivals in the first moments.

 
48

 
Endurance

The level of endurance is high. You can bear even the stress over the
extended periods of time. You persistent and always try your best to
achieve the goals. You try not to start a new job with the old
unfinished.

5
 
Pulse

Your value: 5% Like many other people, you feel worried and upset
under pressure. The heart begins to pound, the heartbeat rate
accelerates and you feel agitated.

 
20

 
Emotional resistance

Your value: 20% The level of emotional stability is high. You are
resistant to most stressful situations. But sometimes you lose control
and give vent to emotions. Fortunately, you do not bear grudge and
regain temper quickly.

-10
 
OH during stress

Your value: -10% The level of the oxyhemoglobin reduces under
external influence. You expend efforts quickly and energy potential in
a short period of time. That is why you start easily, but not always put
the matter though. Also try to make better use of their resources.

50%Response rate

48%Endurance

5%Pulse

20%Emotional resistance

10%OH during stress
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Temperament
According to the classic division of people into four temperaments, the graph shows your data.

When the figure is close to the boundary, you have mixed features inherent to both types of

temperament as shown on the border.

63

Choleric

55

Sanguine

33

Melancholic

26

Phlegmatic

Choleric-Sanguine

Strong nervous system helps you tackle any kind of job with enthusiasm. You can process a lot of information without pondering over it and
applying your own experience. A person with this type of temperament can be characterized as energetic and enterprising in everything, both in
business and personal relationship. You prefer to work in a team and establish a lot of contacts who trigger a wide array of emotions. You never
keep your feelings bottled up but prefer to express them immediately. Being a forgiving person, you prove to be generous and act
straightforwardly. Such emotionality leads to constant change of moods and this energy cannot but appeals to other people. You are always in
the center of action because it is you who make things happen.
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Structure of Intellect
The area of testing “Structure of Intellect” refers to features of your thinking, the way of your

processing the incoming information. It is possible to choose the best type of learning and

remembering new information on the basis of on these data.

53
 
Visual Logic

Information processing through reading and its logical comprehension.

You complete tasks that require analysis of text information with confidence. You operate with words without any difficulties and use your organs
of speech for mental work successfully. While reasoning, you are often guided by verbal component of outside information.

45
 
Spatial Thinking

Information processing through formation of images and visual representations.

Occasionally you use spatial thinking in solving the keenest mental tasks. You have some difficulties of coding and decoding of the information,
contained in the images (graphs, diagrams). However, you can successfully cope with the set task, if you make some efforts.

53%
Visual Logic

45%Spatial Thinking

41%Vocabulary

37%Erudition

20%Calculations

19%Abstract Logic

11%Concentration
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41
 
Vocabulary

Information processing with the help of verbal transformations and retelling.

From time to time you use your linguistic features more actively, than usual. This applies to emotionally significant situations or in the presence of
favorable conditions. You rarely engage in activities which require oratory skills, developed language skills and rich vocabulary.

37
 
Erudition

Information processing by integration of different sources of knowledge.

In some cases, you are ready to make some efforts towards increasing your theoretical knowledge. At the same time, you can use a variety of
sources available to synthesize and organize the required information subsequently. However, this method of information processing is not
typical for you and is shown only in exceptional cases.

20
 
Calculations

Information processing with the help of transformations and changing of the structure.

You have underdeveloped calculation skills. You cope successfully with simple tasks in the favorable conditions, when nobody hastens and a little
depends on the result. This involves arithmetic operations that require simple calculations. Accordingly, the prospect of calculating something
does not evoke enthusiasm. You begin to feel discomfort and some tension.

19
 
Abstract Logic

The information processing through feelings and emotions.

You have mild ability to differ other people’ feelings and emotions. You face with some difficulties in the perception of information in the group of
people, especially if it is necessary to communicate with them constantly. Accordingly you do not get into touch with them in order to take new
information. You avoid situations in which you have to communicate for a long time.

11
 
Concentration

Information processing through formalization and implementation of the rules.

The inclination of scrupulous following certain laws and details is underdeveloped. It is not a principal thing for you to complete the task from
start to finish, exactly as it was required. You allow pulling off the plan and freely interpreting input data. Accordingly, you better manage to do
the activity that requires creativity, initiative and independence.

19
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Experience Type
The area of testing “Experience Type” describes a classic division into four types of perception:

auditory learner, visual learner, kinesthetic learner and digital learner. The predominant type

shows the way how you perceive incoming information. You can determine your best way of

presenting information on the basis of this information.

39
 
Auditory Learner

The person perceiving the information aurally.

You perceive some information aurally for sure. You pay attention to sounds, words, may manifest abilities in linguistics. You may be interested in
a profession or have interests associated with music, sounds and so on.

27
 
Visual Learner

The person perceiving the most part of information visually.

Periodically, you use the visual (optic) channel of perception more actively. For example, when you are excited, you can gesticulate more
energetically than usual while explaining something to the other party. You can use pictures with a different purpose: planning, talking and just
thinking.

39%
Auditory Learner

27%Visual Learner

25%Digital Learner

17%Kinesthetic Learner
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25
 
Digital Learner

The person perceiving the information through logical understanding using figures, symbols, logical arguments.

You use words and abstract thinking as an additional way of contact with the surrounding world and as another one way of uptaking of content.
At this very moment, you concentrate only on theoretical concepts and step back from the actual experience that only distracts. You are inclined
to use such beacon words as “for this reason”, “therefore”, “for the foregoing reason” and so on.

17
 
Kinesthetic Learner

The person perceiving the most part of information through sensing (olfaction, tactile perception) and movements.

The kinesthetic type of perception is mild. You are inclined to digest information without tactile sensations. You just need the words and images,
therefore you seek to revise the lessons learned not only through tactile sensations. Other channels of information perception like hearing and
vision are more familiar to you.

21
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Perception of the New
This area of testing describes the way how you acquire new information. Based on the

information in this area of testing, the inference should be drawn how you adapt yourself to

changes.

50
 
Conservatism

Your value «50» - You are rather conservative and can be described as a principled and exacting person. You manage to stand your ground and
your words carry great weight to others.

30
 
Individualism

Your value «30» - It is easier for you to bring about plans and projects of other people rather than come up with your own ideas.

40
 
Suggestibility

Your value 40% points at: It is not easy for you to accept new information, but if the interlocutor is particularly eloquent and persuasive, you can
quickly change your opinion. You prefer to give a due weigh of the matter and consider all pros and cons. You understand the position of both
parties easily and bring about a compromise with everyone who is ready to establish cooperation.

50%
Conservatism

40%Suggestibility

30%Individualism
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Goal achievement
This diagram describes the way you accomplish the goals.

67
 
Personal needs

Your value «67» - You are primarily oriented to achieve personal goals and prefer to count only on yourself. You will help only when a person asks
for help. You often see others as an opportunity or means to succeed. In general you can be characterized as an open-minded but prudent
person who prefers to evaluate the expected profit in any situation.

34
 
Others’ Needs

Your value «34» - You can show understanding of someone’s situation really good though sometimes you do not do what they say. The most
important for you is to maintain good relations with everyone so that others would never believe meanly of you. You are kind but goal oriented if
these goals do not go against the opinion of others.

Focusing

67%
Personal needs

34%Others’ Needs
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Personality and

intelligence
The “Personality and Mentality” area of testing reveals your individual psychological

characteristics. The style of your behavior and thinking is described in terms of psychology.

Based on this information, the fundamental characteristics of your personality can be

developed.

50
 
Rigidity

Stability of behaviour.

The moderate degree of rigidity that shows itself in the suspicious perception of someone else’s attitudes and ideas. You change your activities
under the necessity reluctantly and prefer to move according to the mapped out plan. Moreover, this applies not only to physical objects but also
to immaterial objects, such as: your motives, thought processes, perception and emotions. You react more simply without hesitation, following
past practices, even if such a response will seem irrelevant in view of new circumstances. However, your actions are still variable and depend on
the complexity of the problem and its attractiveness as well as on the degree of stimulation.

50%
Rigidity

40%Extraversion

40%Anxiety

30%Spontaneity

20%Aggression

20%Lability

0%Sensitivity

0%Introversion
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40
 
Extraversion

Interest in events and phenomena of outside.

The degree of extraversion is low. You show the required minimum activity being in the society in order to have time to adjust to another level if
necessary and if circumstances require so. You possess good communication skills which you are not always inclined to show as you often take
some wait-and-see position. In general, your perception and interests are directed to the inner world, but only items that relate directly to you
are in the purview. Activity and speed of adaptation to changed environmental conditions depend on many factors: mental state, physical fatigue
and other.

40
 
Anxiety

Anxiety because of various reasons.

The degree of your anxiety is low. You are not prone to be emotional over the feelings of inexplicable fear and vulnerability. Fear and stress arise
only in specific cases, bringing potential danger and adversities really. Therefore, it is possible to say that you expect the misfortune and other
bad of new events and acquaintances relatively seldom. The events occurring around do not cause your fear, emotional experience and worry.
You cope with your difficulties aptly and do not mind worrying over them.

30
 
Spontaneity

Actions influenced by inner motivation

The degree of spontaneity is low. You plan everything carefully, run through your actions and words mentally long in certain real-life situations.
The paradox is that the more you try to anticipate everything, the greater failure awaits you in the event of a change of at least one variable. You
endure all sorts of surprises with difficulty as it means a failure in your program, experience anxiety and a strong confusion. Therefore, if this
happens, then you stop and do not know where to go further, being unable to change the scenario. Excessive passion of prediction makes you
unable to act spontaneously, according to new circumstances. Instead of changing your actions together with the conditions, you will either
return to a starting point in order to start all over again or make an unfortunate mistake.

20
 
Aggression

Behaviour with the aim to do harm to the environment.

Weakly expressed pursuance of an active protection of your interests and their promotion. You are not inclined to demonstrate perseverance
and the more induration, prefer to act according to the circumstances and not to interfere with their development. Traditionally, you take for
gospel the opinion of important people and build your behavior relying thereon. From time to time, experiencing elation, you are able to be
active for a short time and to change reality in accordance with your wishes and interests showing unexpected perseverance and tenacity. After
that, a period of activity decay and rest usually follows, as such bursts are emotionally experienced for a long time and perceived as dramatic,
recently occurred events.

25
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20
 
Lability

Rapid adaptation to the modifications of environment.

The degree of your lability is low. The mood is stable which is not changed suddenly and for no apparent reason. You are not distinguish by
expressed emotional capability and sentimentality, but on the contrary, you are self-collected and pinned down what may be perceived as
coldness and lack of involvement in what is happening. The motives of actions, area of interest change rarely and do not arrange such “surprises”
for you and surrounding persons. You are able to work a long time and quite effectively without experiencing lively emotions about the content
of the activities. The reaction rate is reduced.

0
 
Sensitivity

Susceptibility to current events.

Your sensitivity is low. The surrounding events have a slight impact on you. You are rarely involved in self-knowledge because you do not attach
much importance to the activity of your own soul, you are not inclined to commit your feelings and emotions mentally. Perhaps the reason is that
you are more interested in what is happening around you, and perhaps you simply meet the events of new day with interest and great relish. You
get through with its difficulties and do not worry particularly if something is going wrong as it was supposed at first. Although sometimes you
experience some indecision, imposed yourself strict requirements debilitating internal resources of self-confidence. Sometimes there are other
conflicting feelings: timidity, shyness and doubt in your own abilities.

0
 
Introversion

Interest in events and phenomena of inside.

You are a lowly introverted person. Weakly expressed interest in your own feelings and emotions is combined with a clear focus oriented
outward, into the society. You adapt to new conditions well, show wherewithal and skills in solving practical problems. You are inclined to be
interested in the events that are happening around you, you try to be aware thereof and stay close to the “hot spot”, make new social ties. You
communicate with interest, feel yourself comfortable being constantly in sight. You are given to fantasies and long reflections on abstract topics
comparatively rarely.

26
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Activities
What profession suits you the best. In order to implement new developments, we are conducting

a survey. Please select the most appropriate professional directions:

72
 
Economic

You can easily deal with any occupation related to the economic processes. You cope with the duties of the manager, accountant, manager, tax
collector in a good way. You are energetic, communicative and also have a tendency to exact sciences and languages. In addition, you are
attentive, courteous and dutiful what helps to cope with your official duties successfully, should it be a research, forecasting or management of
the company business activity. You generate new ideas actively and seek to implement them.

72%
Economic

69%Logistics

57%Automotive engineering

52%Recreation and entertainment

49%Engineering and technical

46%Retail trading

44%Military

39%Banking services

32%Insurance

25%Legal
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69
 
Logistics

You are a strategist and a commander. You possess developed spatial thinking, like to make up logical chains, to reason. The possibility of
strategic planning and the search for the most efficient course arouses a special pleasure. Perhaps you are fascinated by chess and admire the
great managers of the past, such as Suvorov or Napoleon. You can see the situation on the outside, without personal involvement. Such a view
“from above” makes you an indispensable party of any dispute: your opinion is valuable by its impartiality. You like to analyze and summarize.
Your services are needed in any situation where it is necessary to organize the process of transport and storage of cargo effectively (Logistics
Manager). In the harmony of arguments, you see your beauty, harmony and get moral satisfaction when you can structure the chaos, find a
system and bring all data to a common standard. You know how to argue and can win only because you do not blow your mind during the
debate, argue without emotions.

57
 
Automotive engineering

You use eye-mindedness and verbal reasoning equally with success. It makes you an all-rounder and gives the possibility to cope well with the
diverse tasks. The need to adapt to new conditions causes frustration and dull irritation. You have an interest in mechanics, you discover the
principle of operation with interest, but it does not always succeed to understand quickly. However you can catch up if you have a lot of spare
time and comfortable working conditions. Reluctantly, you take up a new challenge and do not like to take risks. You are organized and accurate,
but it is rather the result of willful effort than of the spontaneous act of character.

52
 
Recreation and entertainment

You are very quiet among unfamiliar people, although relatives and friends may know you as a sociable and open-minded person. Your behavior
is changing from active to passive depending on mood and other factors. The social behavior is the same: if you want particularly this thing at this
moment, you can act as a leader or as a figurant in an equal degree. You are not striving for constant changing of conditions, because you are
quickly get tired of the kaleidoscope of events. However you are inquisitively absorbed in short-term projects, which have not time to bore you.

49
 
Engineering and technical

You intend frequently to putting abstract conclusions into practice quickly. You are not disposed to argue only for fun, some actual result or
benefit shall be. You like solving simple creative tasks, especially in teamwork. You can display initiative and non-standard approach, if you are
involved in the process, when decisions come on one breath. You are focused and aimed to result in this moment. There is the probability of
carelessness and absent-mindedness occuring after work.
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46
 
Retail trading

You treat the prospect of full and active communication composedly. And if such a marathon took place still, the experiences will be enough for
the year ahead. You are not used to watch other people specifically, however, you know all about the personal qualities of the members of your
family or friends. You try to stay away from the events and always ready to join if you are interested in what is happening. You do not like to ask
questions and to demonstrate your incompetence, on the contrary, you are known as an erudite person. Your self-assurance requires constant
replenishment from the outside, you cannot work properly without the promotion and will expected to at least symbolic support in order to
move forward.

44
 
Military

You are concentrated, careful and dutiful. In all things, you like order and go soft rarely. However, you should have an escape that is not
associated with the work, inspections and regulations. You are inclined to the management of other people and feel good in as a leader. But you
do not go a long way and periodically withdraw into the shadows watching the occurring events from the sidelines.

39
 
Banking services

You are prone to discipline and pedantry. But you do not consider this to be an iron clad rule, and sometimes you allow yourself to relax and
obey the will of the case. Perhaps, this is the relaxation for you, when you cannot plan and live without looking at your watch. Herewith, you
control the situation and realize that it is one thing to be late for a meeting with friends, and quite another thing to be late for work. Congenital
communication skills help reach common ground with surrounding people but you cannot be called as the life and soul of the party. You
demonstrate certain pedantry and attention to details, but when you get tired, you start to make mistakes. Herewith, you can redress the
situation knowing your weak spots, and understanding how to eliminate their consequences.

32
 
Insurance

You like to observe the people around, understand the motives of their actions, and predict actions. However, it is not always possible to reach
true conclusions and to understand what is happening. You join the new activities without difficulties, especially if there are comfortable
conditions for this. The lack of attentiveness and resourcefulness are compensated for the perseverance and persistence. You treat people with
interest. You like to be in busy places. However, you prefer to be on the periphery of events to retire without being noticed and causing
unnecessary issues. You are not the best public speaker, but once you start talking on the topic, which is close and interesting for you, it will be
difficult to stop you.

25
 
Legal

Your civic position is limited by personal interests. It means that you are touched just by things relating directly to yourself and your family. Sense
of duty, responsibility and honour mostly depend on received experience and surrounding reality. That’s why sometimes it is difficult for you to
prove your point of view, particularly if it is opposite to the opinion of the majority. In this case you have to give up your principles. At the same
time you are equally comfortable working in collective and alone. You are patient and balanced only to a certain degree. It’s possible to drive you
out of your senses, though you are used to handle yourself.
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Type of Interaction
The area of testing “Type of Interaction” describes the way of your interacting with other people

in life and at work as well as your resolving disputes. These diagrams will help you to optimize

the interaction with others.

60
 
Rivalry

Type of interaction at which you achieve the best results in case of competition.

The desire to maintain a competitive type of interaction in a collision of interests is clearly expressed. Whereby, the competition is carried out on
the basis of the fact that personal needs are regarded as of paramount importance. Accordingly, the damage caused is not realized and
considered. Personal relationships in this scenario can become at risk, while business relationships escalate essentially.

40
 
Cooperation

Type of interaction at which you fulfil yourself while interacting with other people.

You strive to arrive at an unanimous solution in the collision of different interests so that all parties are satisfied. You try to find common ground
sincerely and develop one common decision meeting the needs of each party of the dispute. However, you do not always bring the started to its
logical conclusion and can switch to a different interaction strategy.

60%
Rivalry

40%Cooperation

30%Avoidance

30%Compromise

10%Adjustment
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30
 
Avoidance

Type of interaction at which you avoid solving critical issues.

You choose the avoidance and escape in case of occurrence of especially complex conflicts. So you get the required respite that allows you
choosing another, more effective strategy. And it is not the only type of interaction used, as you combine different options depending on the
situation, your health, general employment and emotional intensity of the imminent conflict.

30
 
Compromise

The strategy of interaction at which you build interaction based on mutual concessions.

You often choose a compromise type of interaction during the collision of parties interests. The short-term profit which is possible right now is
more valuable for you, rather than more lasting solution of issue requiring efforts and time. In addition, you choose such a scenario if you value
the relations that can be destroyed or will experience serious destructive impact at a different strategy.

10
 
Adjustment

Type of interaction at which you adapt to changes easily.

Sometimes, you use a strategy of contradictions smoothing if specifically in this case it is an optimal option in your opinion. You consider this as a
way to get a respite and a little more time to think and take a final decision. That is, you give up the solution of the problem and agree with those
things the opponent has proposed.
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Style Characteristics
The diagram “Style Characteristics” reveals the characteristics of management activity. Even if

your job is not related to the management of people, you can find out what your interaction with

other people is aimed to.

8
 
Performance

The ability to achieve the desired goals.

You have a high working capacity which allows you to do seemingly impossible things but to give the required result. This mobilization of all
physical and mental energy helped you to get out of the stalemate more than once when it is necessary to cope with a very difficult task quickly.
The most interesting thing is that at such a long and hard work you are still able to demonstrate creativity, initiative and find effective solutions.
And what is the most important, similar work brings with it not only fatigue but also moral satisfaction of personal achievement, gives the
necessary impetus for new feats in the workplace.
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7
 
Proactivity

The ability to realize ideas.

You are a very initiative person. You are active and entrepreneurially-inclined. You generate ideas easily and seek to begin to implement them
immediately without delay and in spite of the external resistance. At the same time, you act independently, quickly and without much doubt. You
strive to express yourself through your work and show herewith healthy assertiveness. You use arising opportunities promptly and do not lost in
the case of their absence, since you are always ready to act and to have a corresponding impact on the surrounding reality, if necessary.

6
 
Abstinence

The ability not to get involved in other people’s affairs.

Periodically, you go through a special dedication to the labor process which fades and decreases gradually. At such times, you actively participate
in the collective work; you live and worry about the process. But then a marked decline of spiritual forces associated with strong depletion and
requiring a long-term vacation begins. And after that you become estranged from what is happening, carrying out only the necessary minimum.

3
 
Organization

The ability to assign resources of time and efforts optimally.

You cope with the need to maintain order in the affairs hardly. Once you weaken the internal control over what is happening in the workplace
and your responsibilities in this regard as press of business begins to grow like a snowball. However, if you can keep the daily schedule in focus
for a long time, the self-discipline and the required concentration on the most important thing come as if by magic. In other words, diligence and
punctuality are not your strong point and require additional motivating factors.

2
 
Teamship

The ability to achieve results in a team.

Most often, you act individually and you are rarely involved in collective work. You deny the possibility of a long-term and fruitful cooperation with
it and, consequently, do not engage losing the potential benefit of teamwork. And specifically, you do not want to play according to the general
principles, act in accordance with your considerations without their adjustment depending on the general plans of the collective. Accordingly,
while planning the work, you consider only the personal benefit without taking into account the interests of the partner (partners).

0
 
Relationships

The ability to build relationships in the collective.

You behave detached in the work collective and maintain an emotional distance stably that can reach accentuated coldness. You conduct only
the business relationships clearly differentiating between work and informal communication. You do not show emotional generosity, kindness,
also you do not make friends at work and break off any hint of a continuation of the relationships beyond the business ones decisively. You do
not accept the very idea of having a conversation with colleagues which is not related to the duties, as well as you also do not understand how to
empathy their failures or, on the contrary, be gratified by their success.
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Your values
The section Your values interprets the value sphere of your personality - which place you assign

to some or other universal human values

5.2
 
Interesting job

You seek to have an interesting job and consider it to be one of key value in your life. Occasionally you leave this idea under the influence of the
force majeure circumstances to get back to it later. This idea inspires you to overcome the difficulties and achieve new results in this regard.
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5
 
The beauty of nature and art

Occasionally the sense of the nature beauty fills you causing inspiration and positive thoughts. You are interested in art, you may even go deep
into a particular kind of it if you discover the relevant abilities in yourself. You don't leave these values out of your sight for long no matter what
you are occupied with at a particular moment.

4.7
 
Wealthy life

One of the secondary vectors of your personality lies within the area of material well-being. By making important decisions you take into account
how they may affect the financial aspect of the matter. However, if it substantially affects other values you may turn a blind eye to the unsound
material aspect.

4.3
 
Health

You realize that human health including yours requires care and attention. However, you rarely act according to these thoughts. You follow such
ideas more enthusiastically if some favourable circumstances arise and you don't have to choose between different values.

4.3
 
Relationship

Family is one of the important priorities in your life, however, not the single one. This means that you are ready to occasionally apply efforts in
order to improve its well-being or just create a positive emotional background. Alongside with that, this is not the only value in your life, not the
only thing bringing happiness and moral satisfaction if everything is as it should be.
Emotional attachment and physical intimacy with your beloved is of nearly no value to you. You don't want to change the situation and hardly
think of this issue on your own initiative. As a result, you will not initiate any activity that could change the situation in this regard.

4.3
 
Personal growth

You seek to be more self-confident. The inner conflicts and doubts often weigh on and cause the sense of confusion and embarrassment. The
idea of releasing from such contradictions takes its stable although not always the prime position in the hierarchy of values.
You take the cognitive activities and prospect of broadening your horizons with interest. By doing so you don't act consistently and do not choose
complicated tasks requiring much energy. Even if you set to studying some subject "above the norm" you will most likely stop as an amateur
treating it as a hobby or fun.
You are comfortable with the situation requiring to change your mind, decision. It is non-essential for you to have such freedom of self-
expression and you may change your decisions according to some other, more significant considerations. For you independence rather refers to
the secondary values.
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2.4
 
Active, exciting life

You don't experience an acute need for a life rich in emotions and events. It is of no value to you and, as a result, is not pursued as the life goal.
Moreover, shall such a challenge appear after all you will move it off and push it into the background.

0
 
Presence of good and reliable friends

You don't put much emphasis on the idea of having good and reliable friends. You have a narrow circle of people who are close to you and are
not going to change anything in this regard. You feel comfortable in this situation since the "friend" concept ranks the very last in the hierarchy of
values.
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Your motivation
The section Your motivation specifies the things that motivate you in life and work

46
 
The need for self-realization

You strive for self-impression and improvisation, however, you prefer to have some plan at hand or act unconventionally under friendly
circumstances and without risk to the balance of mind. You will most likely display independence of thinking and non-standard approach if you
face such a task. You rarely express yourself through your activity.

You tend to self-improvement and development since you cannot act otherwise. You enjoy feeling competent, challenging yourself. You gladly
overcome difficulties in this regard and take them as a challenge for your strength and abilities. You arrange any of your activities in such a
manner that allows learning something new, doing it better and better.

The striving to work much on your own initiative to develop and improve yourself is absent or poorly expressed. You do not seek for an activity
that will help to reveal your abilities and future potential. As a result, such prospect does not arouse interest to take any actions in this regard.

Searching for satisfaction with your life and surrounding may occasionally turn into the basic motive. In order to implement it you may apply
certain efforts and overcome the resistance. You gladly get involved in the relevant activity relating to the abstract concepts. But this is a
temporary state changed with the motives and needs.

46%The need for self-realization

34%The need for recognition

38%The need for communication and love

20%The need for security

51%Physical needs
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34
 
The need for recognition

You are not touchy to criticism and try not to follow the generally accepted standards and requirements. Poorly expressed interest in the public
opinion, as a result, the activities that are necessary in order to win the public recognition and helpful to the society are neglected or performed
at a low level. You select actions that match your personal needs.

You often act of a sense of solidarity with the group. Social interests and needs become the ultimate argument determining your actions and
activity as a whole. You are oriented to rational altruism that provides for adequate compensation of your efforts in the future and certain
balance between your interests and those of the group.

Sometimes you may try to take the leadership role. However, that usually does not last for long and you prefer to specify the distinct limits of
authorities. You are ready to recede from the leadership position if you face significant difficulties and new circumstances you did not know
about before.

You don't feel a need to deal only with matters you are best in, moreover, you may even not seek for such an activity since you are busy with
more vital issues. Vocation is taken as a hobby and only if there is time left for it apart from the primary activity. Maybe, there are just no
necessary social conditions for your self-actualization.

You intentionally select difficult tasks, set new goals to scale the new heights over and over again. The periods of such activity are changed with
other activities that stimulate different motives. Or, alternatively, you may gradually lower the bar in order not to overburn too early and select
simpler tasks.

38
 
The need for communication and love

You are oriented to the search for a group of people, common interests and wishes. At the same time you try to combine the useful with the
pleasant getting not only profit from the contacts with people but also satisfaction, positive emotions from communication. You don't need to
stay within a group continuously, you just need to periodically display activity in this regard.

The motive of duty or responsibility to particular people is absent or poorly expressed. This means that the force initiating your activity lies
beyond the scope of these concepts. This may refer not only to personal interests but to the motives of imitation, achievement of a goal, etc., as
well.

The most of the actions that you take are related to satisfaction of your personal needs. What may seem senseless and absurd to the others gets
you interested and motivates to the relevant activity. In this case it is your emotions and the future satisfaction from the activity that become the
finishing touch.

No orientation and interest in establishing stable contacts with the other people. It doesn't matter to you which social role is assigned to you
within a group, this role is of no significant importance. As a result, you will not apply any efforts to change the situation radically.
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20
 
The need for security

The basic motivating force lying at the heart of any activity refers to the external factors. These factors may be absolutely unrelated to the
process itself. For example, motivation for playing tennis may consist in the opportunity to enlarge the circle of contacts or change the scenery
and not in the healthy lifestyle and physical training.

No sense of origins and no striving for investigating them, continuing the family traditions. You do not feel as part of the society and don't want to
act in the generally accepted directions. You prefer freshness and novelty and are ready for experiments. poorly developed social motives.

You tend to risk and commitment. You take participation in the events the outcome of which is almost unknown and that does not bother you
much. You devotedly get involved in various adventurers, experiment and take a shot at the new kinds of activity. At the same time you are
independent in your statements, may act on your own, show initiative and independence.

51
 
Physical needs

Sometimes you may sacrifice the high ideals, social standards and rules for money. In this case the key drivers relate to the following issues: how
to make more money, how to keep it, even mentioning this subject in a conversation brings satisfaction. And sometimes, on the contrary,
financial issue is pushed to the background and loses its acuteness and relevance.

Occasionally you may choose an activity supposing physical activity. This usually occurs upon attachment of by-motives or in case of long absence
of such an activity. Such short outburst is followed by a long pause with minimum of activity and no need for the appearance thereof.
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Personality testing
The section personality testing describes the traits of your character, values under 0% indicate

the presence of the first character trait, over 0% - presence of the opposite feature

19%Impulsiveness Self-control

27%Naivety Pragmatism

40%Modesty Pride

13%Formalism Dedication

25%Simplicity Ambitiousness

1%Rudeness Politeness

14%Passivity Activity

32%Independence Conformism

7%Specificity Abstractedness

2%Lying Honesty

42%Sociability Unsociability

34%Straightforwardness Trickiness

20%Concern Carelessness

8%Expressed "ego" strength Unscrupulousness

31%Courage Shyness

13%Flexibility Cruelty

7%Suspiciousness Credulity

35%Impracticability Practicability

3%Anxiety Calmness

20%Radicalism Conservatism

6%Independence Suggestibility

58%High self-control Low self-control

34%Tension Relaxation

9%Confidence Uncertainty

5%Determination Embarrassment

19%Diligence Laziness

5%Involvement Detachment

22%Goal-oriented Inconsistency

46%Responsibility Irresponsibility
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19
 
Impulsiveness-Self-control

By making decisions you may rely not upon your affective reactions (emotions) only but the logical conclusions as well. If you apply some efforts
you may get the situation under control and put it aside in order not to act in a pique. However, this is rather an exception to the rules, and you
mostly rely upon your emotions and not the mind. For the same reason it is difficult for you to perform independent work where you have to
organize yourself. You prefer to have a supervisor who will guide and control the process and motivate you, if needed.

27
 
Naivety-Pragmatism

You prefer to overcome the difficulties by means of cognitive efforts that have been derived empirically. You may consider the situation from
someone else's perspective though you prefer to insists on your point of view.

40
 
Modesty-Pride

Sometimes by communicating with people you may behave in a haughty and distant manner. This happens where there is a conflict of interests -
yours and social ones - and you don't want to cede since you believe you may count on an advantage due to some factors.

13
 
Formalism-Dedication

Shallow attitude to business if it does not catch you emotionally. Well, it seems quite properly to onlookers: the requirements are fulfilled, the
goals are achieved but once they probe deeper it can be seen that the matter remains unsolved. The only exception is where you have vested
interest, only in this case you may go deeply into and provide a model result.

25
 
Simplicity-Ambitiousness

You make insignificant demands on the world and people in particular. You have some slight expectations that you are ready to fulfil on your own
not awaiting help from the others. You are satisfied with a little but as occasion may offer you are ready to raise this bar and enjoy greater
favours, to adjust your expectations according to the situation.

1
 
Rudeness-Politeness

You have received good education on the rules of conduct within a community. However, you observe them occasionally depending on your
mood or degree of indifference to the consequences. In other words, good potentialities have been given but they have not become habits
driven to automatism.
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14
 
Passivity-Activity

In some cases you may show initiative and perform a goal-oriented activity. You strive for implementing your own program of actions and not
making use of the out-of-the-box solution, however, it depends on many factors. Such scenario takes place if the situation evokes a keen
emotional response and the wish arises to enter into relationships with the environment.

32
 
Independence - Conformism

You tend to obey or at least consider the majority opinion. You try to look up to the others and not to stand out because of your independent
opinion, interests and actions. You defend your point of view only in case of emergency or being strongly involved emotionally.

7
 
Specificity-Abstractedness

You prefer specific directives, talks since you get confused if you need to demonstrate independence and imagination. However, should you
appear in a familiar situation or get a task you had fulfilled before you will be able to abstract yourself from it and begin to act using your
imagination.

2
 
Lying - Honesty

In a critical situation where there is a probability to meet the disapproval of the society you may twist the facts and provide wrongful information.
The situation grows worse upon the lack of trust when competition, suspiciousness and hostility are shown up.

42
 
Sociability - Unsociability

You find contact with new people with variable success. The result depends on many factors and the situation itself, maybe, in some cases you
would prefer staying alone. The periods of striving for staying alone alternate with the periods when you prefer to be in a company.

34
 
Straightforwardness - Trickiness

You tend to act in a straight-forward and open manner without disguising your intentions. However, in some cases you may perform a
"manoeuvre" and intentionally influence the situation so that it turns to be more favourable to you and provides some benefits. But this will be
rather a spontaneous decision than a previously arranged plan that requires much time for its implementation and significant efforts.
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20
 
Concern - Carelessness

You worry about consequences only in particular cases when there is much at stake. Otherwise you are used to rely upon the people around
you, important persons that usually undertake the leading and controlling role. You tend to act according to your emotions and momentary
impulses and not according to the cold calculation.

8
 
Expressed "ego" strength - Unscrupulousness

A frivolous approach to the matter has done you a bad turn many times having hindered you from completing the things you have started. You
tend to give up soon in the face of opposition or just lose interest and switch to another event. The same can be said about your communication
style. Once you promise something an obstacle or a more attractive activity appears on the horizon.

31
 
Courage - Shyness

You are hesitating, avoid any risk. You are attracted by adventures and new challenges. But you prefer them to happen under the safest
conditions possible and even better - to someone else. Such risks and thrilling stories are not for you. You are much more comfortable with
following all these twists and turns from the onlooker's perspective and better yet - sitting in a soft armchair and your favourite slippers.

13
 
Flexibility- Cruelty

Rather determined and tough character, you rarely make concessions, listen to and change your mind, nevertheless, that may happen from time
to time. You believe in your own forces and abilities but prefer to play safe and get a confirmation that you move in the right direction. You may
take the leadership role in certain areas if it provides for short-term duties as a manager and clearly specified rights and obligations.

7
 
Suspiciousness - Credulity

You are open to people and mostly trust them. Usually you try to keep control over the situation relying upon your experience. You try to
demonstrate delicacy and indulgence especially in a favourable situation. You try to avoid conflicts and smooth the misunderstandings, try to
understand another one's position and reach a compromise.

35
 
Impracticability - Practicability

You handle the practical issues well, sometimes you may even deviate from the standard and use your imagination to perform the task more
efficiently. You undertake the tasks with enthusiasm, know what to start with even if you don't have the relevant experience, you are ready to
experiment and try. However, this is rather an exception as you prefer to follow the established schedule and not to deviate from your path.
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3
 
Anxiety - Calmness

Sometimes you feel some concerns and anxiety in respect of your and your nearest's future. That hinders you from acting confidently, fills your
heart with bad feelings and unexplainable worries. You are attentive not to your feelings only but to the feelings of the other people as well, you
try to keep your word.

20
 
Radicalism - Conservatism

You take the innovations with some scepticism and do not hurry to implement them. You are used to follow the generally accepted rules and
standards and you rarely deviate from this path. You take changes with caution at least you need some time to get them through your head and
accept them. You rarely initiate them as it takes much time to get prepared.

6
 
Independence - Suggestibility

You orient yourself to the public opinion and rarely go against it. By making a decision you take the public opinion into account though that does
not mean that the result will be completely consonant with it. You don't like conflicts on this ground and try to avoid them in every possible way.
In certain cases the opinion of an important person may be decisive and determine the result of thinking.

58
 
High - Low self-control

You are ready to pull yourself together, if required, and act according to the plan. You try to control your emotions though you not always
succeed in that, sometimes you make important decisions in a fit of temper and may regret it afterwards. You consider the opinion of people
around you and strive for winning their tacit approval, however, that is not the only motive for your actions. Sometimes you may go against the
public opinion.

34
 
Tension - Relaxation

You tend to fall into a state of inner tension and lose the fragile balance of mind. You get interested easily and are ready to get started at once.
You face the necessity to wait and put off the implementation of the shaped plan without enthusiasm.

9
 
Confidence - Uncertainty

You may doubt of your strength even if you know that you possess the required potential. However, excessive anxiety, the negative general
emotional background causes the opposite reaction and excessive self-criticism. You undertake responsibility without enthusiasm as you don't
want to risk once again and appear in a situation of assessment. What if it will be negative?
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5
 
Determination - Embarrassment

You do not tend to making fast decisions especially if you are confident in your strength and appear in familiar surroundings. Hesitations and
excessive doubtfulness are displayed against the overall fatigue and distracted attention. The decision-making time varies according to the
different circumstances.

19
 
Diligence - Laziness

Where there is vested interest and appropriate motivation you show high working capacity. You treat the task performance diligently. Diligence
and patience require from you certain willed efforts and self-control. Otherwise you may treat the matter formally and complete it for the sake of
appearance.

5
 
Involvement - Detachment

Involvement and curiosity are finite. You demonstrate interest and enthusiasm if the things happening relate to you directly. Otherwise you need
an extra impulse, a drive for active actions to get the sense of involvement.

22
 
Goal-oriented - Inconsistency

Your mood and behaviour often depend on the situation. Sometimes your reactions are subjected to a strong influence of circumstances and it
is not always possible to keep them under control (whether your own or external). Only the willed efforts and severe requirements may change
the state of things to the opposite.

46
 
Responsibility - Irresponsibility

You show responsibility only where there is a tight control from outside. In case of its absence you will most probably reject the necessity to take
the consequences of your actions. You participate in activities requiring such self-control and accountability without enthusiasm.
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Disclosure abilities

Congratulations! You revealed your abilities

on

100%
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Conclusion

The test results may have an error in reliability:

Test Result - a psychological portrait features, character traits, interests and needs, predisposition to
engage in a particular sport, inherent in you from birth at the genetic level. Effect society and external
factors can affect not only the catalyst of any individual abilities disclosure, but also lead directly to the
opposite effect. That is why the report results may have an error in accordance with reality and your
subjective perception.

InfoLife program is the result of empirical research, so we can not rule out the possibility of errors caused
by individual cases, a combination of patterns of fingerprints.

The program is a biometric testing on fingerprints InfoLife fingers of reports based on embedded

in her statistics derived empirically. Developer InfoLife investigated more than 6,000 elite

representatives of various fields of activity, as a large number of scientific papers and

dissertations in the field of dermatoglyphics. 13 years of research made it possible to achieve

accuracy of 92% of the data. InfoLife holding team is constantly working to improve and improve

new and existing software products.
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Conclusions

The “Interests and Needs” Diagram

 

6.7

 

Manager

The medium level of Manager indicates a person who has to
be subordinated though he is eager to be the boss and
organize work of others. If he has such an opportunity he
may fail to manage the responsibility and get disappointed
with the management quickly. In most cases, a medium level
of manager shows strong motivation to achieve goals.

Type of career development

 

5

 

Static

You are an active and emotional communicator and have a
pronounced aptitude to languages. You always
communicate with others willingly and take into account
their opinion. You feel comfortable being a social worker, if
necessary, you can be very persuading.

Professional Education

 

9.3

 

Financial and economic

Sports

   

Team sports

Forward - 61,52%

Distance sports

Sprinter - 95,40%

Strength sports

Weightlifter - 77,96%

Playing sports

Gymnast - 80,73%

Health

   
Eyes, brain - Risk group

Nervous system - Risk group

Dorsum, spinal medulla - Norm

Liver, kidneys - Risk group

Heart - Norm

Digestive - Norm

Vessels - Risk group

The Influence of Alcohol

 

-83%

 
Your score supposes that your body in almost intolerant to
alcohol and it does not help to relax actually, so you are not
predisposed to excessive drinking. It is advisable to give up
alcohol at all, because in most cases it is rejected by the
body.



Physiology

   
Reaction time

You can act impulsively and make decisions quickly, on the
spur of the moment usually. Yopu react on the changes
immediately. Your reaction time gives you considerable
advantage in sport and helps to beat your rivals in the first
moments.

Endurance

The level of endurance is high. You can bear even the stress
over the extended periods of time. You persistent and
always try your best to achieve the goals. You try not to start
a new job with the old unfinished.

Pulse

Like many other people, you feel worried and upset under
pressure. The heart begins to pound, the heartbeat rate
accelerates and you feel agitated.

Emotional resistance

The level of emotional stability is high. You are resistant to
most stressful situations. But sometimes you lose control
and give vent to emotions. Fortunately, you do not bear
grudge and regain temper quickly.

OH during stress

The level of the oxyhemoglobin reduces under external
influence. You expend efforts quickly and energy potential in
a short period of time. That is why you start easily, but not
always put the matter though. Also try to make better use of
their resources.

Temperament

   

You Choleric-Sanguine

Goal achievement

 

67%

 

Personal needs

You are primarily oriented to achieve personal goals and
prefer to count only on yourself. You will help only when a
person asks for help. You often see others as an opportunity
or means to succeed. In general you can be characterized as
an open-minded but prudent person who prefers to
evaluate the expected profit in any situation.

Perception of the New

 

50%

 

Conservatism

You are rather conservative and can be described as a
principled and exacting person. You manage to stand your
ground and your words carry great weight to others.

Activities

 

72%

 

Economic



Personality testing

   
Impulsiveness - 19%

Pragmatism - 27%

Pride - 40%

Formalism - 13%

Simplicity - 25%

Politeness - 1%

Activity - 14%

Conformism - 32%

Specificity - 7%

Lying - 2%

Sociability - 42%

Straightforwardness - 34%

Carelessness - 20%

Unscrupulousness - 8%

Shyness - 31%

Cruelty - 13%

Credulity - 7%

Practicability - 35%

Anxiety - 3%

Conservatism - 20%

Suggestibility - 6%

High self-control - 58%

Tension - 34%

Uncertainty - 9%

Determination - 5%

Diligence - 19%

Involvement - 5%

Inconsistency - 22%

Irresponsibility - 46%

Personality and intelligence

 

50%

 

Rigidity

The moderate degree of rigidity that shows itself in the
suspicious perception of someone else’s attitudes and
ideas. You change your activities under the necessity
reluctantly and prefer to move according to the mapped out
plan. Moreover, this applies not only to physical objects but
also to immaterial objects, such as: your motives, thought
processes, perception and emotions. You react more simply
without hesitation, following past practices, even if such a
response will seem irrelevant in view of new circumstances.
However, your actions are still variable and depend on the
complexity of the problem and its attractiveness as well as
on the degree of stimulation.



Your motivation

   

Physical needs

Sometimes you may sacrifice the high ideals, social
standards and rules for money. In this case the key drivers
relate to the following issues: how to make more money,
how to keep it, even mentioning this subject in a
conversation brings satisfaction. And sometimes, on the
contrary, financial issue is pushed to the background and
loses its acuteness and relevance.

Occasionally you may choose an activity supposing physical
activity. This usually occurs upon attachment of by-motives
or in case of long absence of such an activity. Such short
outburst is followed by a long pause with minimum of
activity and no need for the appearance thereof.

Your values

 

5.2

 

Interesting job

You seek to have an interesting job and consider it to be
one of key value in your life. Occasionally you leave this idea
under the influence of the force majeure circumstances to
get back to it later. This idea inspires you to overcome the
difficulties and achieve new results in this regard.

Experience Type

 

39%

 

Auditory Learner

You perceive some information aurally for sure. You pay
attention to sounds, words, may manifest abilities in
linguistics. You may be interested in a profession or have
interests associated with music, sounds and so on.

Type of Interaction

 

60%

 

Rivalry

The desire to maintain a competitive type of interaction in a
collision of interests is clearly expressed. Whereby, the
competition is carried out on the basis of the fact that
personal needs are regarded as of paramount importance.
Accordingly, the damage caused is not realized and
considered. Personal relationships in this scenario can
become at risk, while business relationships escalate
essentially.

Structure of Intellect

 

53%

 

Visual Logic

You complete tasks that require analysis of text information
with confidence. You operate with words without any
difficulties and use your organs of speech for mental work
successfully. While reasoning, you are often guided by verbal
component of outside information.

Style Characteristics

 

8

 

Performance

You have a high working capacity which allows you to do
seemingly impossible things but to give the required result.
This mobilization of all physical and mental energy helped
you to get out of the stalemate more than once when it is
necessary to cope with a very difficult task quickly. The most
interesting thing is that at such a long and hard work you
are still able to demonstrate creativity, initiative and find
effective solutions. And what is the most important, similar
work brings with it not only fatigue but also moral
satisfaction of personal achievement, gives the necessary
impetus for new feats in the workplace.
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